
Drawing and dimensions for the cover of 

Sketchbook+Drawing pads A3

Trim box is 420 x 298 mm
add 5 mm bleed around - total dimensions is 430 x 308 mm

The product is taped 15 mm in the head, the graphics must take this into account

For the reason of technological processing in multiple production, the graphic motif
of the cover must be solved in such a way that the drawing (pure format) at the pointof 

connection of the individual cover (- cut) seamlessly follows each other.

hatched marking indicates the necessity of continuous connection
of the drawing - due to possible deviation of the cut in the vertical direction
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Drawing and dimensions for the cover of 

Sketchbook+Drawing pads A4

A4

Trim box is 297 x 211 mm
add 5 mm bleed around - total dimensions is 307 x 221 mm

The product is taped 15 mm in the head, the graphics must take this into account

For the reason of technological processing in multiple production, the graphic motif
of the cover must be solved in such a way that the drawing (pure format) at the pointof 

connection of the individual cover (- cut) seamlessly follows each other.

hatched marking indicates the necessity of continuous connection
of the drawing - due to possible deviation of the cut in the vertical direction
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Drawing and dimensions for the cover of 

Sketchbook+Drawing pads A4

Trim box is 210 x 298 mm
add 5 mm bleed around - total dimensions is 220 x 308 mm

The product is taped 15 mm in the head, the graphics must take this into account

For the reason of technological processing in multiple production, the graphic motif
of the cover must be solved in such a way that the drawing (pure format) at the pointof 

connection of the individual cover (- cut) seamlessly follows each other.

hatched marking indicates the necessity of continuous connection
of the drawing - due to possible deviation of the cut in the vertical direction
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Drawing and dimensions for the cover of 

Sketchbook+Drawing pads A5

Trim box is 148 x 211 mm
add 5 mm bleed around - total dimensions is 158 x 221 mm

The product is taped 15 mm in the head, the graphics must take this into account

For the reason of technological processing in multiple production, the graphic motif
of the cover must be solved in such a way that the drawing (pure format) at the pointof 

connection of the individual cover (- cut) seamlessly follows each other.

hatched marking indicates the necessity of continuous connection
of the drawing - due to possible deviation of the cut in the vertical direction
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